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Budget:

$4,000 / mo

Publisher:

Google Ads

Data:

4 months

Objective:

Lead Generation

The ﬁrm had run their own campaigns on Google Ads for the last year with very
poor results: just 8 leads at a $440 CPL. We walked them through an account
overhaul and helped them generate 118 leads with a 71% decrease in CPL.

Rebuilding the Campaigns
We have successful experience working with a number of verticals within the legal
profession, and this particular client was a bankruptcy lawyer. As we built the new
campaigns for them, we took advantage of historical data in other accounts we've
managed as well as the data this client had already gathered in their ﬁrst year.
We selected a strong list of keywords and added more than 1,300 negative
keywords to ﬁlter out low quality traﬃc that would waste their ad spend (many
were industry-speciﬁc, too, like "settlement" which is usually searched by users who
are just gathering data and don't have a particular need).
Our team also upgraded their ad copy to the latest version of Google's text ads,
which allowed us to include a third headline and second description line--an
increase of about 120 new characters (nearly 50% extra space to capture the
attention of users quickly browsing the Google search results). We used the extra
space to help highlight the ﬁrm's excellent track record and selling points.
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Early Wins
It often takes 2-3 months to see signiﬁcant improvements in account performance,
but this client was an exception (partially due to how bad their previous
performance had been).
After just one week with the new campaigns, we found the CPL had dropped by
45% from $400 to just $240. Our specialist made a couple tweaks based on the
early data, and by the end of the second week the CPL was just $117. This was
fantastic because it signiﬁcantly undercut our goal of $225.
These results were especially impressive because the average CPC was a full $18.
The competitive vertical made it diﬃcult to reduce the CPC, so our optimizations
focused on the conversion rate--trying to make every click worth as much as
possible. We helped them boost theirs from 6% to over 12%.

As the chart above illustrates, we were able to both increase leads and decrease
CPL over the ﬁrst few months we worked with this client. In comparison to the
30-day period before we rebuilt and began optimizing, the client's lead volume
increased 188% over the ﬁrst four months.

Long-Term Success
We want to provide our clients with peace of mind while they focus on growing their
businesses. In regard to PPC, our focus is on ensuring that they are happy with the
return on their digital ad spend (ROAS). As long as this is in the right place, the client
does not need to worry about how well things are going with their ads.
This particular client was very pleased with the improvements we made to their
ROAS, which took the form of better lead volume and quality as well as a lower CPL.
They chose to stay with us for quite some time after these initial results--we are still
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working with them nearly two years later. Our team has worked through all kinds of
challenges for them along the way.
For example, Google announced restrictions on debt terminology and nearly wiped
out this client's entire ad account with surprise ad disapprovals (even on ads that
had been running strong for quite some time). We designed and tested landing
pages for them with revised terminology, helped them update parts of their
website, and tested all kinds of new ad copy.
Ultimately, none of that was successful so we ended up moving all their keywords
into the couple ad groups where ads had not been disapproved. This helped them
to regain a signiﬁcant amount of volume, and we've been able to slowly expand out
from there. They are still satisﬁed with the ROAS on their Google Ads investment.

$4,000 / mo

118 Leads

71% Drop

Ad spend

Calls & forms

In cost per lead
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Google Ads Deliverables
Competitor research

Audience targeting updates

Detailed conversion tracking

Keyword research / targeting

Detailed ad extensions

Live performance dashboard

Negative keyword lists

Retargeting audiences

Search term monitoring

A/B split testing for ads

Campaign budget updates

Bidding optimizations

Geo-targeting & day-parting

Call tracking monitoring

Campaign Management
Feel free to reach out anytime if you have questions. We are ready to help.

Contact Us Today
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